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Abstract-The singular boundary value problem 
n” + g(t, u, u’) = 0, for t E (0, l), 
u(0) = u( 1) = 0, 
is studied in this paper. The singularity may appear at n = 0, t = 0, and t = 1, and the function g 
may be superlinear at u = co and change sign. The existence of solutions is obtained via an upper 
and lower solutions method. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the singular boundary value problem 
u” + g (t, u, u’) = 0, 
u(0) = u(1) = 0. 
for t E (0, l), 
(1.1) 
The singularity may appear at u = 0, t = 0, and t = 1, and the function g may be superlinear at 
u = 00 and change sign. 
Boundary value problems associated with singular second-order differential equations have a 
long history, and many different methods and techniques have been used and developed in order 
to obtain various qualitative properties of the solutions. For details, see, for instance, [l-19] and 
the references therein. However, there are only a few works on singular boundary value problems 
for superlinear ODES [1,2,19]. Almost all the literature on singular problems is devoted to the 
case g(t, ~L,v) = g&u), and the arguments rely on the fact that g(t,u) is positive. This implies 
that the solutions are concave. For example, the authors [1,2] considered the singular boundary 
value problem 
‘11” + at+(l - t)-” (0 + 72 + 1) = 0, o<t<1, 
21(O) = u(1) = 0, 0 > 0 a constant, 
(1.2) 
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with a > 0, b 1 0, 0 < m, n < 2, and showed that problem (1.2) has at least one positive solution 
under restrictions on o. We notice that they permit b > 1 (the superlinear problem). 
When g(t, u, w) s g(t, u), the authors of [4,9] studied the case when g is allowed to change sign. 
But a major step was taken by Habets and Zanolin [lo], where g(t, u) may be singular at u = 0, 
t = 0, and t = 1. For example, 
g(t, u) = t-‘e(‘l”) - (1 - t)-i 
or 
g(t 
7 
u) = f(t> - h(t) 
ILo ’ 
u > 0, 
which corresponds to an Emden-Fowler equation. 
In [lo], the authors established a theorem on upper and lower solutions (Theorem 1) for singular 
problem. Applying this theorem, they proved the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the 
singular problem. 
In [49,IOl, 9 = g(t, ) u is not allowed to be superlinear at u = co. 
Very recently, the author [19] studied the problem in which g = g(t,u) may be singular at 
u = 0, t = 0, and t = 1, and g may be superlinear at u = co and change sign, by applying a 
fundamental existence of solutions theorem due to Habets and Zanolin [lo, Theorem l] and some 
bounding techniques as developed by Agarwal and O’Regan [2]. 
The present work is a direct extension of some results in [2,4,9,10,19]. As the same as in [10,19], 
our technique of proof uses essentially the modified method of upper and lower solutions which 
we believe is well adapted to this type of problem. Moreover, we establish a theorem on upper 
and lower solutions (Theorem 1) for singular problem which is a straightforward extension of 
upper and lower solutions method. The main results for singular problem (1.1) generalize the 
works in [2,4,9,10,19]. 
It is worth pointing out that our results can be extended to study the boundary value problem 
(h’) + g (t, 21, ku’) = 0, 
U(0) = U(1) = 0, 
for t E (0, l), 
(1.3) 
where k E C[O, l] n C’(0, l), k > 0 on (O,l), and &i l/k(t) dt < 00. Since by making a change 
of variable (i.e., by using the Liouville transformation), one can reduce (1.3) to a problem of the 
form (1.1). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our result on upper and lower 
solutions. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of our main results. Finally, some examples are given 
to explain the main results. 
2. UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS 
Consider the two-point boundary value problem 
u” + f(t, 11, u’) = 0, fort E (O,l), 
u(O) = A, U(1) = B. 
(2.1) 
Suppose the following conditions are satisfied. 
(Al) f : (0,l) x R2 + R is a continuous function satisfying a Nagumo condition on the set 
0: := {(t, u, v) : t E (0, l), a(t) L: u 5 p(t), 2, E R}, 
for given cr, /3 E C([O, 11, R) are such that a(t) 5 P(t), for all t E [O,l]. 
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A function f : (0,l) x R2 + R is said to satisfy a Nagumo condition on the set DE, if there 
exist a function h E C((0, l), (0, oo)), and a function H E C(R+, [l, co)), R+ = [0, +co), such 
that 
If(& ‘11, v)l I W)(1+ IW - W)W(l - w, on Dt, (2.2) 
and s O” ds H(s) =O”* (2.3) 
Moreover, 
and 
tliT+ t2h(t) exists, lim (1 - t)2h(t) exists, 
t-1- _) 
s 
1 
t(1 - t)h(t) dt < co. 
0 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Here we call a function cr(t) a lower solution for problem (2.1), if cr E C([O, 11, R)nC2((o, l), R), 
t(1 -t)&(t) E C([O, 11, R), and 
cr” + f (t, (Y, a’) L 0, for t E (0, l), 
40) I A, a(1) I B. 
(2.6) 
Similarly, we call a function P(t) an upper solution for problem (2.1) if ,0 E C([O, I], R) n 
C2((0, I), R), t(l - W(t) E C([O, ll,R), and 
P” + f(4 P, P’) I 0, for t E (O,l), 
P(0) > A, P(l) L B. 
(2.7) 
A function u(t) is said to be a solution to (2.1), if it is both a lower and an upper solution 
to (2.1). 
Then we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that (Al) is satisfied. Let CY,/~ be, respectively, a lower solution and an 
upper solution for problem (2.1) such that a(t) 5 p(t) on (O,l]. Then problem (2.1) has at least 
one solution u(t) such that 
a(t) i u(t) I p(t), for t E [0, 11. 
Consider now the modified boundary value problem 
u” $ f* (t, u(t), t(1 - t)u'(t)) = 0, for t E (0, l), 
u(0) = A, u(1) = B, 
where 
I f@, a(t), v) + $gy, 
if u < cry(t), 
fl(G 21, v) = f(t, % v), if a(t) I u I P(t), 
f(t,P(t),v) + s, ifu. > P(t), 
I fl (t,u, -&N) , ifz < -N, f* (t, u, -4 = f~(t’lL,&z), if -Nlz<N, 
(2.1)* 
t,u, &N) , ifz>N. 
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Here we choose N so large that 
and 
N ds 
s- ” H(s) ’ E1 
where 
J 1 E := t(l - t&(t) dt + 3 + ,s;~rI t2(l - t)2Wt) (2.8) 0
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that (2.4) and (2.5) hold, then 
tlirn+ t2h(t) = tlirn(l - t)2h(t) = 0. 
4 
PROOF. Since &i t(1 - t)h(t) < 00, then limt,s+ $ sh(s) ds = 0. It follows that 
O<i J 
t t 
t 0 
s2h(s) ds 5 J sh(s) ds, 0 
and we obtain that t 
s2h(s) ds = 0, 
which implies lim+c+ t2h(t) = 0. 
Similarly, we obtain that limt,i- (1 - t)2h(t) = 0. Thus, Lemma 2.1 is proved. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that (2.4) and (2.5) hold, then the following boundary value problem, 
y” = -h(t), o<t<1, 
y(0) = Y(l) =o, 
(2.9) 
has a unique solution y(t) E C([O, l], R+) n C2((0, l), R), t(1 - t)y’(t) E C([O, 11, R), which can 
be represented as 
y(t) = J1 WC s)h(s) ds, o<t<1, 
0 
where G(t, s) is Green’s function of the BVP -y” = 0, y(0) = y(1) = 0, which is explicitly given 
G(t, s) = 
41 - th Olsltll, 
t(1 - s), o<t<s<1. 
PROOF. Uniqueness. The proof of the uniqueness of a solution is standard and hence omitted 
here. 
Existence. Let 
J 1 y(t) : = G(t, s)h(s) ds 0 
= (I- t) I’d(s) ds + t J’(1 - s)h(s) ds, oltll. 
t 
(2.10) 
Then we have 
s t y’(t) = - sh(s)dt+ ‘(I-s)h(s)ds, s for all t E (0, l), 0 t 
y”(t) = -h(t), for all t E (0,l). 
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Since Ji t(1 - t)h(t) < co, then lim+s+ $ A(s) ds = 0, so we have 
y(0) = lim+ t 
I 
‘(1 - s&(s) ds. 
t 
If s,‘(l - s)h(s) ds < co, then y(0) = 0. If s,‘(l - s)h(s) ds = co, then by Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
Y(O) = $4+ 
s,‘(l - s)h(s) ds 
lb 
= t’;l P(1 - tyL(t) = 0. 
Similarly, we have y(1) = 0. This shows that y(t) is a positive solution to (2.9), and y E 
C([O, 11, R+) fl C2((0, l),R). 
Moreover, since 
It(l - t)y’(t)) I (1 - t) 
J 
t sh(s)dt + t sl(l - s)h(s) ds = y(t), for all t E (0, l), 
0 t 
we have t(1 - t)y’(t) E C([O, 11, R), and 
p+ ty’(t) = pn(l - t)y’(t) = 0. + W 
(2.11) 
Let us define an operator Q : X + X by 
I 
1 
(@u)(t) = A + (B - A)t + G(t, s)f* (s, 4s),t(l - t)u’(s)) ds, (2.12) 
0 
while X = {U E C([O, 11, R), t(1 - t)u’(t) E C([O, 11, R) with the norm 1~11) is the Banach space, 
and 
lull := m={l40, It(l - t)4,), JUlO := sup{lu(t)l : 0 5 t < 1). 
Without loss of generality, we assume that A = 0, B = 0. 
In order to prove the existence of the solution to (2.1)*, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. @ is continuous from X to X and Q(X) is a compact subset of X. 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2, from the definition of f*, we have from (2.12) that 
I 
1 
I( 5 ,yvg,(l f v)H(v) G(t, s)h(s) ds =: Cy(t), t E [O, 11, (2.13) -- 
]A1 - t)(Qu)‘(t)l 5 CY@), t E (0, I), (2.14) 
and 
)iT+ t(h)‘(t) = lim (1 - t)(&)‘(t) = 0. 
t-+1- 
(2.15) 
So we have @U E C([O, I], R) n C2((0, l), R), t(1 - t)(@zl)‘(t) E C((O,l], R), and 
I@41 I CIYIO. (2.16) 
This shows that Q(X) is a bounded subset of X. 
Noting the facts that y(0) = y(1) = 0 and the continuity of y(t), on [0, 11, we have from (2.13) 
that for any E > 0, one can find a 61 > 0 (independent with u) such that 0 -=z 61 < l/8 and 
t E [o, 2611 u [l - 2bl,l]. (2.17) 
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On the other hand, from (2.16), one has 
Let ~5~ = c/2L, then for ti, tz E [&, 1 - 611, It1 - tal < 62, we have 
I(Qu) (h) - (Qu) (t2)1 I Wl - t2I < ;* (2.18) 
Define 6 = min{bi,&}, then by using (2.17), (2.18), we obtain that 
I(@u> (h) - (au) (t2)l < ET (2.19) 
for ti, t2 E [O,l], )tl - tal < 6. This shows that {(@u)(t) : u E X} is equicontinuous on [O,l]. 
Similarly, it follows from (2.14), and the fact 
we obtain that 
(It(1 - t)(wyt)l’l 5 Ll, t E [bl, 1 - 611 c (0, I>, 
ItI (1 - h> p-d (t1) - t2 0 - t21 (au>’ (t2I < 6 (2.20) 
for tl, tz E [0, l], (tl - t2l < 6. This shows that {(@u)‘(t) : u E X) is equicontinuous on [O,l]. 
We can obtain the continuity of Q in a similar way above. In fact, if u,, u E X and (u,-u/i --t 0 
as n -+ 00, then we have 
I(@un)(t) - (@u)(t)) I 20~y$l + vW(v) /’ G(t, s)h(s) ds =: 2Wt), t E [O, 11, (2.21) 
_- 
It(1 - t)(@un)‘(t) - t”(l - t)(Qu)‘(t)l L 2Cy(t), t E (0, l), (2.22) 
and 
tliy+ t(@u,)‘(t) = tlirn(l - t)(!Pu,)‘(t) = 0. (2.23) 
-+ 
Noting the facts that y(0) = y(1) = 0 and the continuity of y(t) on [0, 11, then for any E > 0, one 
can find a S > 0 (independent with u,) such that 0 < 6 < l/8 and 
l(hJ (t) - (@u)(t)\ + It(1 - t) (@u,)’ (t) - t(1 - t)(a%)'(t)I < E, t E [O,&]U[l-6,1]. (2.24) 
On the other hand, from the continuity of f *, one has 
I(@un) (t) - (@u)(t)1 + p&l)‘(t) - (w’(t)1 + 07 t E [6,1 -61, (2.25) 
as n ---f co. This together with (2.24) implies that ]@un - &Ii -+ 0 as n -+ co. 
Therefore, @ : X -+ X is completely continuous. The proof of Lemma 2.3 is complete. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let u(t) be a solution to (2.1)*. Then the following two statements hold: 
(i) a(t) 5 u(t) 5 p(t) for all t E [O, l], and 
6) su~~eI~,~I It(l - tb’(t)l 5 NJ 
i.e., u(t) is a solution to (2.1). 
PROOF. We first prove that u(t) 5 P(t) on [O,l]. Let z(t) := u(t) -p(t). Assume that u(t) > p(t) 
for some t E (O,l), since z(O) 5 0, z(l) 5 0. Then there exists a point to E (0,l) such that 
z(te) = ma+Ia,i) z(t), and 
2 (to) > 0, z’ (to) = 0, 2” (to) I 0. (2.26) 
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It follows from (2.26), we have (notice that Ito(l - to)u’(to)l = (to(l - to)p’(to)l < N), 
U” (to) = -f* (to, u. (to) 9 to (1 - to) u’ (to)) 
= -fi(to,ZL(to) ,u'(to)) 
and hence, z”(to) > 0, which is a contradiction. This shows that u(t) 5 ,0(t) on [O,l]. 
In very much the same way, we can prove that u(t) 2 a(t) on [O,l]. Part (i) is thus proved. 
Since v = IB - Al = lu(1) - u(O)\, th ere exists a T E (0,l) such that Iu’(T)~ 5 V, thus, 
jT(l - T)U’(7)1 I V. 
Assume that Part (ii) is not satisfied. Without loss of generality, we assume that there exist 
0 I tl < T and to E (tl,~] such that 
tl (1 - tI) u’ (tl) = N, to (1 - to) u’ (to) = v, v 5 t(l - t)u’(t) 5 N, t E [h,to]. 
Then we have (notice that H 2 1) 
J 
tl t(1 - t)u”(t) + (1 - 2t)u’(t) 
= 
to H (t(1 - t)u’(t)) dt 
J to 3u’(t) J to I t1 H(t(l - w(t)) dt+t1 t(1 -t&(t) [1 + t(1 - t)u’(t)] dt 
I J 1 t(l - W.0) ch + 3 + ,s;P~, t2(1 - t>2W) IN - 4t)l = E, 0
which is a contradiction. Part (ii) is thus proved. 
By virtue of Lemma 2.3, the existence of a fixed-point u in X for the operator @ follows now 
from the Schauder fixed-point theorem. This shows that the fixed-point u is a solution to (2.1)*, 
and hence, it is a solution to (2.1) as well. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
REMARK 2.1. If we assume that 
in (2.2), and 
J 1 tlirn+ t2h(t) exists, th(t) dt < co, 0
in (2.4),(2.5), then the solution u we find belongs to C1((O, 11, R). 
Similarly, if we assume that 
in (2.2), and 
J 1 lim (1 - t)2h(t) exists, t-1- (1 - t)h(t) dt < co, 0
in (2.4),(2.5), then the solution u we find belongs to Cl([O, l), R). 
Clearly, if we assume that 
If@7 %V)I I ww + I4Fwl)~ on 02, 
in (2.2), and 
J 1 h(t) dt < co, 
in (2.5), then the solution u we find belozgs to C’((O,l], R). 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
Let g : (0,l) x R$ x R ---) R (R$ = (0, co)) be a continuous function and consider the two-point 
boundary value problem 
21” + g (t, u, U’) = 0, for t E (0, l), 
U(0) = U(1) = 0. (3.1) 
Motivated by the example 
g(t, u, w) = at- (1 - t)-” (u-” + ub + sin(87rt)) (1 + It(l - t)u1117) , 
with CT > 0, 0 5 m, n < 2, y > 1, a > 0, b 2 0, we have the following main results. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that we have the following. 
(Hr) For each fixed M > 0, there exists a constant LM > 0 such that for any compact set 
e c (0, l), there is E, > 0 such that 
g(t, 2,z) > LM, for all (t,z,z) E e x (O,E,] x [-M,M]. 
(Hz) There is q E C((0, l), R$) such that 
l&z, z)I I q(t)(F(s) + Q(z)) (1 + I@ - t)4’fY) , on P,l) x (O,CQ) x R, 
with y > 1, F > 0 continuous and nonincreasing on (0, oo), Q 2 0 continuous on [0, oo), 
and Q/F nondecreasing on (0,oo). In addition, 
1 
tlirn+ t2q(t) exists, lim (1 - t)2q(t) exists, 
+ t-+1- I t(1 - t)q(t)dt < co, (3.2) 0 
ds < co, 
where l/r + l/T = 1, and 
“* CEKX~) (1 + Q(c)/F(ci) (a0 + boclfr) 
where 
a0 =max (11f2tq(t)dt,li2(1 -t)g(t)dt), 
l/2 
[ g(r)r 
[q(#Y(l - .)lfy]‘l d7 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Then problem (3.1) (or (1.1)) h a.9 at least one solution 21 E C([O, 11, R+) n C2((0, l), R), t(1 - 
t)u’(t) E C([O, 11, R). 
REMARK 3.1. q(t) = tmm(l - t)-", 0 5 m,n < 2 satisfies (3.2) and (3.3). 
ForanynE{1,2 ,... },n>l,wedefine 
1 1 
en := [ -1--. 1 2n+17 2n+l 
By (HI), for each fixed M > 0, there exists a constant LM > 0 such that for each n 2 1, there is 
Ed > 0 such that 
9(& 2, z) > LM, V(t,z,z) E e, x (O,E,] x [-M,M]. (3.6) 
Without restriction (taking if we need a smaller E,), we can assume that Ed 1 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. (See (1Oj.j There exists a X E C2[0, l] such that 
(1) X(t)) E C2[0, 11 and maxo<tg IA”(t)) > 0, 
(2) X(0) = X(1) = 0, X(t) > 0, vt E (0, l), 
(3) X(t) I cl,t E el, X(t) i cn, Vt E e,/e,_l, n 2 2. 
Having chosen a function X with the above described properties, we note that 
g(t,z,z) > LM, V(t,x, z) E (0,l) x {x E Ro+ : 0 < z 5 X(t)} x [-M, M]. (3.7) 
Set MA = [X110, and set 
m := min 1, 
LEMMA 3.2. Let h(t,z,z) 2 g(t,z,z), for all (t,z,z) E (0,l) x R,$ x R, with h : (0,l) x 
g x R + R a continuous function and let w E C([O, 11, R+) n C2((0, l), R) be any solution of 
w”(t) + h(t, w, w’) = 0 on (@I) with v(O) 2 0, v(l) 2 0. Then, 
PROOF. Set w(t) := v(t) - d(t) and suppose that there is an s E [0, l] such that w(s) < 0. 
Since w(O) 2 0 and w(l) 2 0, there exists a 0 < to < 1 such that w(to) = mino<t<l w(t), and -- 
‘w (to) < 0, w’ (to) = 0, WJ” (to) 1 0. 
Hence, 0 < w(to) < mA(to), then we have Iw’(to)( = mlX’(to)l 5 MA. It follows from (3.7) that 
(since m 5 l), 
that is, 
h (to, 21 (to), 21’ (to)) 2 9 (6 21 (to) , ‘u’ (to)) > LM~, 
L& < -w” (to) 5 -d” (to) < m (1 + Ix”jo) 5 LMA, 
which is a contradiction. This shows that w(t) 2 d(t) on [O,l]. 
By (3.4), one can choose K > 0 and E > 0 (E < K) such that 
Cl+ QW),W& (~0 + boKl’7) K du J- c F(u) ’ l. (3.8) 
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We define now, for each n E {1,2,. . . }, n > 1, put 
e,(t) := max{z,,ti,,min{t,l-A}}, tE(O,l), 
4&l := m={dt), 4(hdw, 
( (J J l/2 l/2 b, := max 0 s 
1 s 
X 
S (I [ 
Qn(T)T 
i/2 iI2 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
We have that, for each index n E {1,2,. . .}, qn : (0,l) -+ Rof is continuous and qn(t) = q(t), 
Vt E e,. Hence, the sequence of function {qn} (n E N) converges to q uniformly on any set of 
compact subset of (0,l). Therefore, a, -t ac, b, --) bs when n + 00. 
By (3.8), let no E {1,2,. . . } be chosen so that Ed,, < E and 
K du 
J- E F(u) z l7 
n E IV+ := {no,720 + 1,. ..}. (3.13) 
Next, we define 
.A&, 5,~) := m49(4$), x,4,9(4 2,41, nEN+. 
We have that, for each index n E N+, fn : (0,l) x R$ x R --+ R is continuous and 
fn(4 x,2) 2 9(6 x74, V(t,x,z) E (0,l) x R,+ x R, 
fn(t7 x, 2) = 9(t, x7 z), V(t,x,z) E e, x R$ x R. 
Hence, the sequence of function {fn} (n E N+) converges to g uniformly on any set of the form 
e x R$ x R, where e is an arbitrary compact subset of (OJ). 
Next we define, by induction 
sno(t, 5, x) = fno(t,x, z), gn+l(t, x, 2) = mini944 5, z), fn+l(4 x, z)), nEN+. 
We have that, for each index n E N+, g,, : (0,l) x R$ x R + R is continuous. Moreover, for 
nEN+, 
g(t, 2, z) I . ‘. L 9n+1(t, 272) I SF&, x7 2) I . . . 5 9n,(t, x,2), (t, x, z) E (0,l) x Ro+ x R, 
9n(C x,2) = 9(4x, z), V(t,x,z) E e, x R$ x R, 
and the sequence of function {gn} (n E N+) converges to g uniformly on any set of the form 
e x R,$ x R, where e is an arbitrary compact subset of (0,l). 
We consider now the sequence of boundary value problems 
21” + gn(t, u, u’) = 0, for t E (0, l), 
U(0) = U(1) = E,, nEN+. (3l)rl 
In a similar way as in [lo], we have the following two lemmas. 
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For any c E (0, en], the constant function an(t) -- c is a (strict) lower solution for 
for each A e (0, 1), where 
{ F(E~o), i f u  < eno, F* (u) = F(u), if u >_ ~o" 
Let u be a solution of (3.14)~, then u is concave and u(t) > Cno, t E [0, 1]. Also, there exists 
to E (0, 1) with u'(t) > 0 on (0, to) and u' < 0 on (to, 1). 
Integrate equation (3.14)~ from s(0 < s < to) to to to obtain 
Q_(u(to)) 
~'(s) < F*(u(s)) 1 + F* (u( to))]  
X (fst°qno(T) dT'~- [fst° [qno(T)TI/7(1--T)I/'Y]' dT]l/' [fst°?tt(T) dTll/'Y) , 
noting tha t  u(t) >_ eno, t E [0, 1], thus, we obtain 
Q(~(to))  u'(s) <_ V(u(s)) 1 + -~(u(-~o))] 
X qno(T) dT-~-(U(to)--Cno) 1/ ' /  [qno(T)Tl/7(X--T) 1/7] dTJ ) , 
and then integrate from 0 to to to obtain 
f u(to) du ( Q(u(to))'~ ~o F(u---) <- 1 + F(u-----~o))] 
X (~ot°Sqno(8) ds+(u(to)-~no)l/~ot° [fst° [qno(T)Ti/"r(i--T)l/'r]~ dT ] 1/~ ds) . 
(3.15) 
Similarly, if we integrate equation (3.14)~ from s (s _> to) to to, we obtain 
f ~(to) d_.___.U_U < ['1 Q (u (to)) "~ + ,,o F(u) - \ F (u (to)) ] 
(3.16) 
LEMMA 3.3. 
problem (3.1),, (n 6 N+) .  
LEMMA 3.4. Any solution un(t) of (3.1)n is an upper solution for (3.1)n+l (n 6 N+) .  
LEMMA 3.5. Problem (3.1)no has at  least one solution. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5. We consider the singular boundary value problem 
u" + qno(t)(F(u) + Q(u)) (1 + It(1 - t)u'l 1/~) = O, for t E (0,1), 
(3.14) 
u(0) = u(1) = ~no. 
In order to prove the existence of solutions for (3.14), we study the modified boundary  value 
problem 
u" + Aqno(t)(F*(u) + Q(u)) (1 + It(1 - t)u'l 1/~) = O, for t c (0,1), (3.14)~ 
U(0) = U(1) = ~no, 
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Now (3.15) and (3.16) imply 
“-Y b,, 
i.e., 
u(b) du 
I - < ano + u (to)“’ b,, e F(u) (3.17) 
This together with (3.13) implies 
Now notice if any 
proof of Lemma 2.2, 
lulo = u (to) # K. (3.18) 
solution u of (3.14)~ that satisfies u(t) 2 K, t E [0, 11, then similar to the 
we have from (3.14)~ that 
It(l - t)u’l, 5 F(E,,) ~(1 - s)qno(s) ds (1 + ]t(l - t)~‘];“) . 
Then there exists K1 > 0 such that 
]t(l - t)~‘], I K1. (3.19) 
Solving (3.14)~ is equivalent to the fixed-point problem u = XTu, where 
(Tu)(t) := En, + 1’G(t,s)qn,(s)F*(u(s)) (1 + ;:;~;;)) (1 + I41 - 4~r(,)l"7) ds. 
It is easy to see (see Lemma 2.3) that T : X + X is completely continuous. Let 
U := {u E X : (~10 < K, ]t(l - t)u’(, < K1 + 1). 
The nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder [2, Theorem 1.11 guarantees that T has a fixed- 
point /3 in 0, i.e., (3.14)i has a solution p with ]p]e 5 K, (t(1 - t)@]e < K1 + 1. Since ,0 2 sno, 
0 is a solution to problem (3.14) as well. 
Observe that 
19 (k, @), 2, z)I I qno(W’(~) + Q(z)) (I+ W - +I~“) , on (O,l) x (0, m,) x R. 
We have 
P”(t) + Sno (4 Pm P’(q) I 0, for t E (0, l), 
so that /? is an upper solution for problem (3.1),,. 
If we now take CY,, E E,, and recall Lemma 3.3, we have that ano and & := /3 are, respectively, 
a lower and an upper solution for problem (3.1),0 with an,(t) < /3,,‘(t), for all t E [0, 11. Since 
H(z) = 1 + zi/r is sublinear, then by Theorem 1, we know that there is a solution u,,,(t) of 
(3.1),0 such that u,, E C([O, 11, R+) n C2((0, l), R), t(1 - t)&,(t) E C([O, 11, R), and 
E Tao = on,(t) I &o(t) I Pn,@), vt E [O, 11. 
Lemma 3.5 is thus proved. 
By Lemma 3.3 and proceeding by induction using Lemma 3.4, we obtain (via Theorem 1) a 
sequence {un(t)} (n E IV+) of solution to (3.1)n such that 
En I U,(t) 5 &l-l@), vt E [O, 11, %x(O) = &l(l) = En, n 1 no, 
mWt) I wL(t), vt E [O, l] 
(by Lemma 3.2). 
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Consider now the pointwise limit 
w(t) := lilimUn(t), vt E [O, 11. 
Now let e = [a,b] c (0, l), then there is an index n* = n*(e) E N+ such that e c e,, for all 
n 2 n*, and therefore, for these n 2 n*, 
0 = u:(t) + gn (4 u,(t), u;(t)) = 4(t) + g (t, u,(t), u;(t)) , for t E e. 
Hence, the function U, is a solution of the equation in (3.1) for all t E e and n 2 n*. 
Set T = mintEe d(t), then un(t) 2 T for t E e. Moreover, by (Hz), 
sup{lg(t,z, 41 : t E e, 7- 52 I w(t)) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
Let t, E (a, b) such that I’ = (zln(b) - u,(a))/(b - a), one can obtain that 
%(b) -u,(a) + tn 
u(,(t) = 
b-a J 
g (s, u,(s), 4(s), & t E e. 
t 
Since T I un(t) 5 u,*(t), t E e, then we have 
luL(t)l 5 
u,. (b) + un- (a) b_a +~p(t)~(~)(l+~j~~:i:ii) (l+luh(t)ll’Y) & tee. (3.22) 
Set 21, = maxtEe l&(t)\, then by (3.22), we have 
=: C(a, b), 
which implies v, = maxtEe l&(t)1 is bounded. That means ui(t) is bounded on e. 
Then, by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, it is standard to conclude that w(t) is a solution of (3.1) 
on the interval e = [a, b]. Since e is arbitrary, we find that 
w E C ((0, I), R;) n C2((0, I), R) and w”(t) + g (t, w(t), w’(t)) = 0, 
Also, we have 
w(0) = w(l) = liYmEn = 0. 
for t E (0,l). 
By the same type of argument used in [lo], we can prove the continuity of w(t) at t = 0 and 
t = 1. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
We now state a consequence of Theorem 2 when g(t, u, v) =: g(t, u), and the following corollary 
is just the main result of [19]. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that g(t, u, v) =: g(t, u) and we have the following. 
(HI) There exists a constant L > 0 such that for any compact set e c (0, l), there is Ed > 0 
such that 
g(t,z) > L, for all (t,z) E e X (O,Ee]. 
(Hz) There is q E C((0, l), R+) such that 
ldt,~>I 5 q(t)(G) + Q(z)), on (O,l) x (0, c-j, 
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with F > 0 continuous and nonincreasing on (0, co), Q >_ 0 continuous on [0, co), and 
Q / F  nondecreasing on (0, co). Moreover, 
fo  t(1 - t )q(t)  < +oo, dt 
( i 1 ~o c d~(u) ) sup > bo, 
ce(o,~) ( + Q ( c ) / F ( c ) )  
where 
b0 = max  2 t(1 - t )q(t)  dt, 2 t(1 - t )q( t )  dt . 
/2 
Then  problem (3.1) has at least one solution u ~ C([0, 1], R +) n 6'2((0, 1), R). 
REMARK 3.2. Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 extend Theorem 3.2 in [2] and Theorem 2 in [10,19]. 
4 .  E X A M P L E S  
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the singular boundary  value problem 
u"  + a t - m ( 1  - t) - n  (u -~ + u b - sin(S~rt)) = 0, 
~ ( o )  = ~ ( 1 )  = o, 
with 0 < m, n < 2, a > 0, b_> 0. 
Set 
O<t<l, 
(4.1) 
> 0 a constant,  
g(t,  u) = a t - m ( 1  - t) - n  (u -a  + u b - sin(87rt)), 
F ( u )  = au  -a ,  Q(u)  = a (u b + 1),  q(t) = t - m ( 1  - t) - n ,  
tx-m(1 - t ) l - n d t ,  2 t l - m ( 1  - t ) ~ - n d t  . 
ao /2 
Applying Corollary 1, we can find tha t  BVP (4.1) has at  least one positive solutions if 
x a + l  
a < sup . (4.2) 
xe(0,oo) bo(a + 1) (1 + x a + x a+b) 
Obviously, (H1) and (H2) in Corollar); 1 are satisfied. 
REMARK 4.1. If  0 < b < 1, then BVP (3.1) has at least one positive solution for all a > 0 since 
the r ight-hand side of (4.2) is infinity. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the singular boundary  value problem 
+ a t - m ( 1  - t) - n  (u - a  + u b + s in(8r t ) )  (1 + It(1 - t)u'[ W'r) = O, U u 
~(o )  = ~ (1 )  = o, 
with V > 1, 0 <_ m,  n < 2, a > 0, b > 0. 
Set 
O<t<l, 
(4.3) 
a > 0 a constant  
g(t, u,v)=  t-m(x_ t)-o (u-o +ub + sin(8  ))(1 + 
F ( u )  = au  -a ,  Q(u)  = a (u b + 1),  q(t) = t -m(1  -- t) -n ,  
a0 = max  t ( l -m)(1 - t) -'~ dt, r m ( 1  - t) (1-'~) dt , 
/2 
bo = max r~'(W'~-m)(1 - r )  ~'(W~-n) dr  ds, 
J 0  
x f r ~(1/'Y-m)(1 -- T) ~(1/~-n) dr  ds . 
/2 /2 
Boundary Value Problem 
Applying Theorem 2, we can find that BVP (4.3) has at least one positive solution if 
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xa+l 
u < sup 
zE(O,ccl) (a + 1) (1+ za + xa+b) (a0 + bozllr). 
(4.4) 
Obviously, (HI) and (Hz) in Theorem 2 are satisfied. 
REMARK 4.2. If 0 5 b + l/y < 1, then BVP (4.3) h as at least one positive solution for all 0 > 0, 
since the right-hand side of (4.4) is infinity. 
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